WorkNav – Automatically Plan and Navigate Work
The First Multi-User Plan & Work Navigator
WorkNav is online and apps software that makes it easy
for stakeholders to concurrently plan and navigate through
their work. It automatically adjusts your ToDo path to
synchronize with plans and with other users’ ToDo paths.
People need instant navigation information from all the
plans they are involved in, so they can easily work out how
to best use their time and effectively work together.

A New Solution
WorkNav provides a revolutionary new solution that makes
it unbelievably easy to work together to plan, navigate and

and captures the complete plan as implemented.
Stakeholders are automatically informed about any
changes that affect them.

Use Live Plans for all tasks - big and small
Related live plans can be organised in a tree framework.
Plans can be big for strategies, projects, changes, events or
small for parts of big plans, processes and BAU tasks.
You navigate from live plans, because they contain the
detail about what you need to actually do to contribute.

get work done. Validated in workplaces, it is more than just

Navigate with Live Plans and Your ToDo list

a better way of using technology to improve existing, largely

WorkNav automatically creates a personal ToDo list for

manual traditional or project management solutions.
In particular, it automatically handles together the detail of

each user from relevant Live Plan ToDo workflows. Use
your personal ToDo list to navigate a ToDo path that

relevant strategies, projects, changes, events, processes,

works for you and maximises your contribution to work.

meetings and business-as-usual (BAU). So individuals can

Easy Anywhere, Anytime Access

spend their time working together getting things done,
rather than on boring administration that adds little value.
In addition, Progress/Gantt charts are driven by ToDo’s
actually completed, not educated guesses.

Existing Problems WorkNav Solves
Most people agree that a plan makes collaboration easier
and gets things done better and faster. But planning is a
largely manual process that takes a lot of time, effort and
know-how to apply successfully. Existing planning:

WorkNav can be accessed from browsers and mobile apps,
so relevant work information can be instantly entered and
updated by stakeholders, when and where they need it.

Privacy and Security
Each stakeholder only sees the tasks where they are a team
member. Task team membership is controlled by the
person responsible for the task or their delegate.

Planning and Navigating made easy



Needs to be facilitated by a manager or team leader



Suffers when stakeholders are physically separated



Requires stakeholders to apply a lot of manual processes

WorkNav software automatically provides stakeholders with
the detail and feedback they need to be agile and to make
sound decisions. Stakeholders simply enter what they know
and WorkNav automatically turns this information into
powerful plans and ToDo lists that are easy to understand
and action. Costly time consuming meetings and
communication breakdowns are eliminated.

to; find, sort out, coordinate, track, remember and do

Benefits



Takes a lot of time and effort to create plans



Usually doesn’t provide each stakeholder with
understandable and actionable information

what needs to be done at the right time and place


Needs meetings and other communications



Needs a lot of updating to stay relevant



Is difficult to coordinate and navigate



Hides the big picture - how plans relate to each other

Automatically create powerful Live Plans

Using WorkNav, you can:




WorkNav employs a simple live plan template that anyone



can use to input what they believe needs to be done to



deliver the plan goal. Live plan templates have been used

Automatically create and update Live Plans anywhere at
anytime.
Know what is happening and see what to do to make
the best use of your time.
Stay synchronized with other stakeholders, in relevant
strategies, projects, activities, processes, and ToDos.
Quickly respond to work changes to stay in control.
Integrate planning, time sheeting, costing,
accountability and audit trails into the work being done.
Reduce stress and get more productive work done.

by over 30,000 people in 100 countries.



Planning has never been so easy. Stakeholders can see

Get Started at www.worknav.com

and iteratively improve any Live Plan they are involved in

A Free Basic version is available; so stakeholders can work

from anywhere at any time. This keeps the plan current

together and choose their best path through their work.

Visit: www.worknav.com or App Stores

